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Cast List

Marlon - 

   The youngest and most impulsive pig. Sweet, but immature.

Hank - 

   Is the middle pig, a total surfer dude, he’s got style for days.

Kiki - 

   The oldest pig, most mature, is extremely health conscious.

Mother Pig - 

   Is loving, emotional, struggles with her babies leaving home.

Father Pig - 

   Calm, fatherly, helps Mother cope with the pigs moving out.

Wolf - 

   Talks to Crab, but never gives Crab a chance to say anything.

Crab - 

  Shows emotion through his/her actions, has 1 line at the end.

Beach Goers / Surfers - 

   Males/Females, have a few lines in the background as extras.

Synopsis: 

Two Bros and a Babe takes place on a beach on the California 

coast. Kiki is the oldest, most mature. Hank thinks he’s “the man”. 

Marlon is an innocent kid, so to speak. Their parents are loving and 

supportive, but rightfully concerned. Wolf is hungry, and a terrible 

listener. Crab is loyal, but eventually gets fed up with Wolf. 

Two Bros and a Babe
By Dru Cartier

II



Scene One: 

AT RISE: The THREE PIGS are sitting around a kitchen table 

eating lunch with their parents. MOTHER PIG looks around at her 

babies with a sad/worried look while everyone else scarfs down 

their food.

MOTHER PIG: You know what dear?

FATHER PIG: (stops eating and looks up) What my dear?

MOTHER PIG: (gets choked up, dramatically holds a hanky to her  

     face) I fear... our little piggies... are - are-

FATHER PIG: (rubs her back soothingly) All grown up?

MOTHER PIG vigorously shakes her head, sobbing.

FATHER PIG rubs her back and nods in agreement.

THE THREE PIGS pause eating and look at one another confused.  

FATHER PIG: (stands and declares) I think it’s time for our little 

piglets to become big pigs and venture out on their own.

MARLON: (falls to his knees, crying) What?! Noooo! 

HANK: (stands, smiles, nods approvingly) Awesome.

KIKI: (stands calmly) Well, I know I’m ready.

KIKI: (addressing audience) I’m ready for no more bed times. For 

eating cake before my supper I’m--

HANK: (addresses audience, bumping into Kiki) I’m ready to 

play video games until my eyes won’t stay open. I’ll play loud 

music and--

MARLON: (butts inbetween, excitedly addressing the audience) 

You mean we get to do whatever we want?!

HANK and KIKI nod vigorously.
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MARLON: (his eyes light up, thrilled) Then I want -- No. More. 

Baths!

THE THREE PIGS laugh and dance around as their parents watch, 

concerned.

Scene Two

AT RISE: FATHER PIG and MOTHER PIG have the three piggies 

sitting down on the couch to have a talk with them. HANK, 

MARLON, and KIKI are shoulder-to-shoulder on the couch, 

looking a little worried. The pigs know Mom and Dad are totally 

going to suck the fun out of this...

MOTHER PIG: I don’t think you understand what it means to be 

big piggies, my little babes.

FATHER PIG: Your mother is right. There are a lot of obligations.

MOTHER PIG: Duties.

FATHER PIG: Dangers.

MOTHER PIG and FATHER PIG (in unison): Responsibilities.

THE THREE PIGS look back-and-forth at one another annoyed.

HANK: (folds his arms in a little huff) That doesn’t sound like fun.

KIKI: I’m the oldest. Of course I know how to be responsible.

MARLON: I'm scared...

HANK and KIKI glare at MARLON.

MARLON: (looks around, panicking) Wh-what if there’s a spider? 

Or... n-noises in the night?

HANK and KIKI: (roll their eyes, in unison) Mar-lon….

MARLON: (looks at MOTHER PIG, baby-ish) Who’s going to 

give us our night-night kisses?
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FATHER PIG: (gets down on one knee) Now Marlon, don’t you 

worry. You’ll always have us. And of course your brother and 

sister will be there with you.

KIKI and HANK: (stand abruptly, shocked in unison) WHAT?!

HANK and KIKI start arguing over one another.

   HANK: No way man he’ll cramp my style!

   KIKI: He’s such a slob!

   HANK: He doesn’t like scary movies!

   KIKI: His stuff will mess up the house!

KIKI and HANK: (hands on hips, in unison) I’m living alone!

MARON: (looks around, offended, stands confidently and 

proclaims to the audience looking left) Messy huh? (looking stage 

right) Style cramping aye? 

MARLON: (marches toward the audience) Well I’ll show you! 

(Hands on his hips, chin in the air) I’m Marlon Pig and I’m moving 

out on my own.

KIKI: (joins him, puts her arm around his shoulder) Me too.

HANK: (joins them, puts his arms around their shoulders) Totally.

FATHER PIG and MOTHER PIG look at each other, very worried.

Scene Three

AT RISE: MARLON comes trotting across the stage, searching. He 

has a small red sand pail in one hand and a small sand shovel in the 

other. There are BEACH GOERS scattered around “surfing”, and 

“tanning” on towels. Maybe playing volleyball or using a metal 

detector.
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MARLON: (to himself) I have to find the perfect house.

MARLON: (quickly moves toward the audience) I have to show 

them I’m not just some style cramping, messy, baby. I just - I 

can’t seem to find anywhere to live around here…

MARLON wanders a moment, then turns to face the audience 

again. He’s had an epiphany. He looks at the audience, victori-

ously raises his hand with the shovel to the sky.

MARLON: I’ve got it!

Scene Four

AT RISE: MARLON, on the beach, has built a sand house for 

himself. He is beaming with pride. There are still a few BEACH 

GOERS tanning on beach blankets, one on a surfboard like he/she 

is surfing.

MARLON: (to audience) It came to me like a seagull stealing your 

lunch!

MARLON: (jumps up and down, runs to the audience) A sand 

house! Ha!

MARLON: (Hands on his hips, chest out, victorious) It’s quite 

impressive if I do say so myself. A modest little three bedroom, 

two bath, split level.  

BEACH GOER 1: (carrying his surfboard) Hey bro!

BEACH GOER 2 (Gives the “hang ten” symbol with his hand): 

Sup bruh.

MARLON: nods and shoots them a cheesy smile, trying to be cool.
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MARLON: (to the audience) I bet Kiki and Hank have already 

given up and gone home. Ha! 

MARLON: sees a friend over on a beach blanket (stage left) and 

waves. He goes to the BEACH GOER.

WOLF enters (from stage right) dragging his surfboard behind 

him, exhausted. He has on sunglasses, and board shorts. His best 

friend, only friend, is CRAB who is walking with him. WOLF 

talks to CRAB, but never gives him a chance to respond.

WOLF: (to CRAB) Can you believe those waves today? Whew!

CRAB is about to answer.

WOLF: (looks out across the audience, like a sea of surfers) I 

mean, look at all those surfers out there. Man…

CRAB rolls his eyes to the audience.

WOLF: (drops his board in the sand and acts like he’s catching a 

big wave) I was ripping it! Awe and when I took the curl - I 

totally rode the barrel. Fully epic, right?

CRAB opens his mouth to speak.

WOLF: Well, being epic makes me hungry. We need to find some 

grub pronto. 

CRAB sits, looking defeated. He has a pizza box in his claw, but 

WOLF is oblivious.

WOLF: You smell that…?

CRAB sighs.

Scene Five

AT RISE: MARLON is in his kitchen, wearing his favorite apron, 

whistling, and rolling out dough for a pie. WOLF is on the other 

side of the wall/door, sniffing.
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MARLON: (Deeply breathes in the smell of his pie, squealing with 

delight) Ohhhh boy! 

MARLON: (scurries up to the audience, pointing to the unfinished 

pie in his hand) This is the same pie Mother Pig bakes on my 

birthday! Huckleberry Peach Cream pie. 

MARLON: (goes back to his pie crust rolling, but still addresses 

the audience) When I bring one of these puppies back home, 

everyone will know how independent and awesome I am. 

You’ll see. They--

WOLF: (knocks on MARLON’S front door)

MARLON: (freezes, startled by the interruption, looks around 

panicking) 

WOLF: (to CRAB) You know what that smell is Crab?

CRAB: (tries to answer by waving the pizza box around)

WOLF: My favorite smell in the whole wide world. It’s pig 

dinner… complete with dessert! Ha!

MARLON: (nervous) W-who’s there?

WOLF: (very casual) Hey little pig, can I come in bro?

MARLON: (to himself) Oh no - Wolf!

WOLF: You there dude? Can I come in?

MARLON: Um - No!

WOLF: What?! That’s totally not cool man.

MARLON: Y-you’re not coming here! Not by the hair on my 

chinny-chin-chin!

WOLF: (addresses the audience) I don’t think this kid knows who 

he’s dealing with.
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WOLF: (through the door) Then I’m going to huff. And then I’ll 

puff. And I’ll totally blow your silly sand house to the ground!

MARLON: (crawls under the table he was working at) I’m not so 

sure sand for my house was such a good idea…

WOLF takes in a deep breath, his chest is big, his butt is out, his 

paws are clenched - and he blows as hard as he can.

The LIGHTS flash on and off. 

MARLON squeals in terror.

Scene Six

AT RISE: MARLON’S house has crumbled into a sandy mess. 

WOLF is on his knees, moaning and crying. CRAB stands nearby.

WOLF: (rubbing his eyes) Agh! Sand in my eyes! Help me Crab! 

CRAB swats at WOLF’S face with his claw arms, flicking more 

sand into his eyes, totally not helping, but still trying.

WOLF: (waving a fist in the air) I’ll get you for this little pig!

MARLON: runs off stage in a panic.

Scene Seven

AT RISE: HANK is further down the beach, picking up driftwood. 

He has a bushel of them in his arms. He is wearing sunglasses, 

board shorts, and obnoxious Hawaiian shirt. MARLON will run up 

panting and out of breath.

HANK: (exhausted) Ugh… Driftwood is like, totally heavy… 
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HANK: (tries to pick up one last stick, but his arms are too 

full, he humorously tries with a hand, then his foot (hoof) but is 

unsuccessful) I have to show everyone how awesome I do on my 

own. I just need… one… more....

MARLON: (runs on from stage right) HANK!!!!!

HANK: (the bushel of sticks explodes out of his arms) Agh! 

Marlon! What is it? You made me drop all of my--

MARLON: (on his knees pulling at Hank’s shirt) You have to help 

me! Pleeeeease!!!!! 

HANK: What is it?!

MARLON: Wolf! He’s after me! I’m desperate! Help me Hank, 

you’re my only hope!

HANK: Easy there bro. I got you. Come on and help me finish my 

house. We’ll live there together. It’ll be awesome. 

MARLON: (stands, curious) You’re building your house out of 

driftwood, huh?

HANK: Yeah.

MARLON: (nods confidently) That sounds like it’ll be strong 

enough to stop Wolf. 

HANK: For sure bro!

Scene Eight

AT RISE: The sun is setting. WOLF and CRAB walk across the 

stage. They are tired and starving, at least WOLF is. CRAB still 

has his pizza box. WOLF is still dragging his surfboard with him. 
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WOLF: Ugh... I’m soooooooooo hungry Crab. Soooooo hungry... 

WOLF: (drops his board, falls to his knees overly dramatic) Oh… 

it’s useless Crab. What’s the point…?

CRAB: perks up to speak upon the long pause, but Wolf speaks up.

WOLF: That little pig is probably laughing his tiny little head off 

right - (Wolf stands abruptly) You smell that?!

WOLF: (runs back and forth to either side of the stage, beyond 

excited) Oh hohoho…. Ooh! Yes! I know that smell. 

WOLF: (rubs his paws together, licks his lips, and rushes to the 

audience) You can’t deny how good that smell is. No way man. 

It’s a little pig….and… 

WOLF: (turns and sniffs more) And… a medium pig - my favorite! 

Ha! Come on Crab!

WOLF and CRAB run off stage.

Scene Nine

HANK and MARLON are inside the driftwood house, admiring 

their work. WOLF and CRAB are outside the front door. The 

living room is abundantly manly - Huge TV on the driftwood wall, 

tiki torches, and a couch.

HANK: This is the best bachelor pad ever man!

MARLON: (throws himself down on the couch, exhausted and 

ready to relax) It’s got everything! High Def TV, video games, and 

the world’s most comfortable couch.
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WOLF: Knocks on the front door.

MARLON: (sits up abruptly, he looks at Hank) 

HANK: (looks at Marlon, startled)

WOLF: knocks again

HANK: (cautiously) Who is it?

WOLF: It’s me, you’re old pal Wolf. Let’s hang out.

HANK and MARLON scurry about the living room, bumping into 

each other and just panicking in general. HANK and MARLON 

both dive behind the couch with their butts showing on either side.

WOLF: (knocks again, to the audience): I don’t like having to wait 

for my supper.

WOLF: (through the door) I can hear you in there being all juicy 

and delicious… Can I come in or what?

HANK: (pokes his head up, then back down) No! 

WOLF: Not cool dude.

HANK: (pokes his head up) You’re not coming in here. No way 

man! Not by the hair on my chinny-chin-chin!

WOLF: (to Crab) Don’t these dinners, I mean piggers - pigs - ever 

learn?

WOLF: (clears throat, speaks to pigs) Fine! Guess I’ll just have to 

huff.

HANK and MARLON squeal in fear.

WOLF: And puff!

HANK and MARLON squeal in fear again.

WOLF: And blow this weird driftwood house to the ground! 

WOLF: (to Crab) Actually, they saved you the trouble of having to 

collect wood for the fire.
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WOLF: Hear that? I’m going to roast you savory little dinners over 

a bonfire! Ha! 

MARLON: (totally freaking out to HANK) What do we do? What 

do we do? What are we going to dooooo…..????

HANK: Chill bro. We just… um…

MARLON: Yeah? Yeah?

HANK: Um… I got nothin’.

MARLON: What?!

WOLF: (Outside the door) starts huffing, takes in a deep breath, his 

chest is big, his butt is out, his paws are clenched - and he blows as 

hard as he can.

The theater LIGHTS flash on and off. 

HANK and MARLON squeal in terror.

Scene Ten

AT RISE: WOLF is on his back, legs up straight poking out of a 

pile of driftwood. He is groaning and moaning in agony. HANK 

and MARLON can be seen running away.

WOLF: Aghhhh….. Ow……. Oh……

CRAB: tries unsuccessfully to push the wood off Wolf.

WOLF: You smelly little dinners! I’ll get you for this! 

Scene Eleven

AT RISE: KIKI is on her porch with a protein shake. She is 

wearing a beach wrap.
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KIKI: Oh boy! This protein shake smells amazing!

KIKI: (sighs, a little sad, to the audience) It’s a bummer my 

brothers aren’t here to share it with… They love when I make 

treats. Ugh… I guess I’ll go out and tan a while. There just 

isn’t anything else to do.

KIKI puts on a beyond gigantic sun hat, retro sunglasses, and grabs 

a beach towel and lays the towel down center stage. 

HANK and MARLON come running on. They are frantically 

looking behind them to see if WOLF is chasing them. 

MARLON: Is he coming?!

HANK: I don’t know man! Just run!

MARLON: isn’t watching where he’s going. He trips over KIKI.

KIKI: Agh! Hey watch it!

HANK and MARLON: notice they’ve tripped over Kiki.

HANK and MARLON: (excited to see Kiki, but still so scared they 

are shouting over one another) Wolf is after us! He’ll be here 

any minute! You have to save us!!!

KIKI: Hang on, hang on… Wolf is chasing you guys?

HANK and MARLON: (in unison) Yes! Yes!

KIKI: Why didn’t you just say so? Come to my house. We’ll 

totally have a protein shake and you can tell me all about it.

HANK: First he huffed--

MARLON: Yeah, yeah. And then he puffed--

HANK and MARLON: (sobbing) And he blew our houses down!

KIKI: comforts her brothers
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Scene Twelve

AT RISE: KIKI, HANK, and MARLON are standing on KIKI’S 

porch.

KIKI: No one is blowing this house down. No sir! 

HANK and MARLON: (looking confused) What do you mean?

KIKI: I built this house good and strong. It’s perfect except…

HANK: What?

KIKI: It’s just…

MARLON: Too big?

HANK: Too small?

KIKI: Too empty. Without you guys around I’m lonely.

WOLF: (outside the front door with his arm is in a sling, his head  

bandaged, his shirt torn, a little delerious) I smell a three course 

meal in there and I’m coming to get it!

THE THREE PIGS: (look at each other, swing the front door open 

and confidently proclaim) Not by the hair on our chinny-chin-

chins!

WOLF: (looking scared) backs away.

KIKI: There’s a pizza place down the street. Go there and leave us 

alone. (KIKI shuts the door on WOLF) 

WOLF looks at CRAB: Pizza does sound kind of tasty...What do 

you think Crab?

CRAB is too annoyed with WOLF to even bother answering.

WOLF: Well Crab?

CRAB: (huffy) I’m not hungry. 
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Scene Thirteen

AT RISE: THE THREE PIGS are sitting in lounge chairs enjoying 

the sunset on the beach together, sipping bright colored drinks with 

little umbrellas in them. 

KIKI: Now the house is perfect.

HANK and MARLON: Yeah…
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